How can I tell what section a student is enrolled in a combined Canvas course?

Tell Me

You can view course section enrollments several ways in your combined Canvas course

1. Use the People page to view section enrollment
   a. In the course navigation, click the People link
   b. The section the students are enrolled in is displayed in the Section column

2. Use the Settings page
a. In the course navigation, click the **Settings** link
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b. Select the **Sections** tab
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c. Click the link for the section you want to view enrollment
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d. The list of enrolled students is displayed
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e. Click **Back to Course Settings** when you are finished viewing the sections enrollment
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f. Repeat steps c - e to view enrollment for another section
Related FAQs

- How can I migrate questions from Classic Quiz Question Banks to New Quiz Item Banks?
- How do I delete the Test Student from my Canvas course?
- What is the timeline for New Quizzing?
- How do I upload midterm grades from Canvas to Banner?
- How can instructors view the resources and activities a student accessed in Canvas?